We propose a novel stock market model and investigate the effectiveness of trading breaks. Our nonlinear model consists of two types of traders: while fundamentalists expect prices to return towards their intrinsic values, chartists extrapolate past price movements into the future. Moreover, chartists condition their orders on past trading volume. The model is able to replicate several stylized facts of stock markets such as fat tails and volatility clustering. Using the model as an artificial stock market laboratory we find that trading breaks have the power to reduce volatility and -if fundamentals do not move too strongly -also mispricing.
Introduction
Stock markets are highly volatile and frequently display severe bubbles and crashes [32] . The question therefore arises as to what drives stock market dynamics. The arrival of new information, naturally, has an impact on stock prices. However, changes in fundamentals hardly account for all the variability observed in stock prices. The chartist-fundamentalist approach [3, 5, 6, 10, 17, 23] asserts that the trading behavior of boundedly rational market participants also has a significant influence on stock prices. In these models, heterogeneous agents apply technical and fundamental analysis to determine their orders. Technical trading rules rely on past movements of the stock price as an indicator of market sentiment and extrapolate these into the future, thus adding a positive feedback to the dynamics. Fundamental trading rules are designed to exploit differences between prices and fundamentals. Fundamentalists who trade on a reduction of the mispricing add a negative feedback to the dynamics. Interactions between these types of trading rules may create complex nonlinear dynamics such as temporary dependence in volatility. In general, these models are quite successful in replicating the stylized facts of financial markets.
The goal of this paper is twofold. First, we develop a novel stock market model in which the orders of the chartists are not only based on past prices (as in the aforementioned models) but also on past trading volume. Popular technical analysts such as Murphy [27] argue that volume provides an important confirmation signal of price action: increasing volume indicates a robust trend whereas decreasing volume indicates a weakening trend. Within our model, such price-volume based technical trading strategies may cause intricate nonlinear dynamics. Suppose, for instance, that trading volume is high. Then the chartists perceive rather strong trading signals. Since they submit a high number of orders, trading volume and volatility tend to remain high. Overall, our model is able to reproduce many of the complex phenomena observed in real stock markets, including bubbles and crashes, excess volatility, fat tails for the distribution of the returns, uncorrelated price changes, and volatility clustering.
Second, we use our setup as an artificial laboratory to explore the consequences of trading breaks. Trading breaks interrupt the trading process when prices are about to exceed a pre-specified limit. We find that trading breaks have the power to stabilize financial markets: both deviations from fundamentals and price volatility may decline. In brief, trading breaks work as follows. By limiting daily price changes, volatility is directly reduced. Furthermore, price-generated technical trading signals are destroyed. Finally, since trading breaks also reduce trading volume, the remaining technical trading signals appear to be less trustworthy.
Whether or not trading breaks improve market efficiency is still an open question [12] . One reason is that conclusions from pure empirical studies are difficult to draw. For instance, without knowing the fundamental value of an asset, excess volatility and mispricing cannot be measured precisely. We therefore follow a different track and conduct computer experiments. If an artificial stock market model such as ours is properly calibrated, computer experiments may help us to understand the workings of certain regulatory mechanisms. Moreover, one can measure fundamentals accurately, control for all kinds of shocks and generate as many observations as required. The results presented in this paper support previous findings by Westerhoff [34] . In his framework, traders switch between technical and fundamental analysis depending on conditions such as market historical volatility. Trading breaks may thus calm down markets since they promote the use of fundamental analysis. For related approaches concerning transaction taxes or central bank interventions see Ehrenstein [8] , Westerhoff [35] or Wieland and Westerhoff [37] .
The paper continues as follows. Section 2 reviews empirical evidence concerning the agents' trading behavior. Section 3 presents the model and Sec. 4 illustrates its dynamics. Section 5 explores the consequences of trading breaks and Sec. 6 concludes the paper.
The Behavior of Chartists and Fundamentalists
Many psychological experiments support the notion of bounded rationality. As early as 1955, Simon [29] argued that people lack the cognitive capability to derive fully optimal actions. However, this does not imply that agents are irrational. In fact, agents strive to do the right thing. Empirical evidence indicates that agents tend to rely on a limited number of heuristic principles which have proven to be useful in the past [16] .
In the case of financial markets we have solid information about the agents' trading rules. Asset pricing experiments [30, 31] reveal that agents use simple extrapolative and regressive forecast methods to predict prices. Moreover, questionnaire studies -carried out in different countries at different times -inform us that professional traders rely on technical and fundamental analysis to determine their investment positions [20, 26, 33] . For short run predictions, both concepts appear to be equally important.
Let us briefly sketch the key elements of these trading strategies. Fundamental analysis is the study of economic, industrial, and corporate conditions in an effort to determine the intrinsic (fundamental) value of a company's stock. More precisely, a fundamentalist aims at estimating the expected future cash flow of a company and uses projections of interest rates to assess the present value of the cash flow. For a fundamentalist, the market price of a stock tends to move towards its intrinsic value. Thus the idea is to buy stocks that are undervalued and sell them when they are overvalued. From a classic economic point of view, such behavior appears to be reasonable.
Rather than attempting to compute intrinsic values, chartists instead look for price patterns that may indicate a company's future performance. As early as in the late 1880s, Charles Dow formulated the basic tenets of technical analysis. Although technical analysis has been included in financial practices for many decades, it has not yet received much academic attention. To the contrary, it is often associated with the term "voodoo finance" [19] . Standard manuals of technical analysis include Edwards and Magee [7] , Pring [28] and Murphy [27] . Technical analysis is a prediction method founded in the belief that current prices represent all necessary information about an asset. Studying price action is thus all that is required. The most basic concept of technical analysis is that markets have a tendency to follow trends, hence the saying "the trend is your friend". In general, technical trading rules suggest buying when prices increase, and vice versa.
Many economists are skeptical of the usefulness of technical analysis, yet empirical work indicates that at least some technical analysis rules have been profitable in the past [1, 18, 19] . The profitability of technical analysis is an interesting issue but what is more important is the observation that many professional traders are indeed using these strategies and thereby influence the evolution of stock prices. Guided by empirical evidence, the chartist-fundamentalist approach has successfully modeled the impact of heterogeneous interacting traders on financial market dynamics. Within these models, the orders of chartists typically depend only on past price action. The novel idea of this paper is to enrich the behavior of chartists by taking price-volume signals into account.
According to chartists, the analysis of trading volume is very important. Trading volume provides clues as to the intensity of a given price trend. Low-volume levels are characteristic of the indecisive expectations that typically occur during consolidation periods, i.e., periods in which prices move sideways. High-volume levels are characteristic of persistent price trends when there is a strong consensus that prices will move further in their current direction.
The chartist's explanation of why volume determines the health of an existing trend is as follows: rising prices coupled with high volume signifies increased upside participation (more buyers) that should lead to a continued move, whereas falling prices coupled with high volume signifies increased downside participation (more sellers). Conversely, price trends accompanied by low volume are suspect. Whether or not the logic behind this reasoning is correct is not crucial. What matters is that chartists act in accordance with this directive.
A Simple Stock Market Model
In this section, we propose a model in which fundamentalists and chartists may invest in the stocks of one company.
1 Before we start describing the details of the market, let us briefly comment on our modeling approach. Our goal is to replicate a few basic qualitative properties of stock markets using a minimum set of underlying assumptions. We consider it to be important to keep the framework as simple as possible to enhance the understanding of financial market dynamics. In addition, the underlying assumptions should be in line with empirical observations. We therefore try to approximate the behavior of the market players on the basis of the evidence reported in the previous section. Following Lux and Marchesi [23] , the evolution of the fundamental value of the stock market is modeled as a random walk without drift. To be precise, the fundamental value F changes with respect to the arrival of new information
where the news η is drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and (constant) standard deviation σ η . Note that i.i.d. shocks add no particular structure to the dynamics, i.e., they cannot be responsible for stylized facts such as volatility clustering.
The stock price is determined on an order-driven market according to a simple price impact function [10] . A price impact function describes the relation between the number of stocks bought or sold in a given time interval and the price change caused by these trades. For simplicity, we assume a proportional relation between changes in the price P and excess demand
The orders of fundamentalists and chartists are denoted by D F and D C , respectively, and a is a positive price impact coefficient. Accordingly, excess buying drives the stock price up and excess selling drives it down.
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Fundamentalists have a view of the intrinsic value of the stock market and consequently buy stock if they decide it is undervalued and sell stock if they decide it is overvalued. The orders of the fundamentalists may be written as
where b is a positive reaction coefficient. In agreement with the literature, fundamentalists perceive the fundamental value correctly [5] . For an interesting exception to this standard assumption see de Grauwe et al. [6] . Technical analysis is a general heading for a myriad of trading strategies. There are probably as many methods of combining and interpreting the various techniques as there are chartists themselves. However, all chartists rely on the notion of market momentum and apply some sort of positive feedback rules. The orders of chartists are formalized as
The first term in the first bracket describes the chartists' trend extrapolation behavior: chartists go long (short) when the price today is higher (lower) than the price M periods ago. The reaction coefficient c is positive. The second term in the first bracket reflects additional random orders and thus accounts for the large variety of technical trading rules. δ is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and constant standard deviation σ δ . A novel aspect of this model is to condition the orders of the chartists on past trading volume. Chartists argue that trading volume represents a measure of the intensity of a price trend. The greater the volume, the more chartists expect the existing trend to continue rather than to reverse. Trading volume is defined as the sum of the absolute amount of the orders of chartists and fundamentalists, i.e.,
The second term of (3.4) thus implies that the higher the average trading volume of the last M trading periods, the more forcefully the chartists act on their trading signals. The positive exponent d captures the relevance of the trading volume for the strength of the trading signals. Note that for d = 0, trading volume is irrelevant for the interpretation of the price signal. For 0 < d < 1, the curvature of (3.4), with respect to an increase in the trading volume, is concave and for d > 1 it is convex.
Simulation Analysis
The price evolution equation, obtained by combining (3.1)-(3.5), is a multidimensional nonlinear stochastic difference equation. Since it precludes closed analysis, we proceed with numerical analysis. Note that it is quite simple to simulate the dynamics of the model and thus to replicate and check the robustness of our results. Throughout the simulation, unless stated otherwise, we use the following parameter setting:
In Sec. 4.1, we first illustrate the workings of the model. Section 4.2 then explores the extent to which the model is able to mimic the statistical features of real stock markets. Figure 1 shows the dynamics for 250 observations. From top to bottom, the panels present the development of the price (the course of the fundamental value is indicated by the dashed line), relative price changes, the orders of fundamentalists, the orders of chartists and the trading volume, respectively. Note that between t = 50 and t = 200 the price deviates from its fundamental value. Initially the stock is undervalued but then the price strongly exceeds its fundamental value. The price pattern is obviously reminiscent of a bubble path. During the price increase, relative price changes are higher than usual. This, of course, is triggered by the orders of the market participants. Chartists in particular are very active during this period. The reason is that chartists perceive a lasting price trend which is furthermore supported by high trading volume. This process is persistent: High trading volume stimulates orders of chartists which in turn cause high trading volume. As a result, volatility is also elevated. The orders of the fundamentalists simply depend on the magnitude of the distortion in the market. The resulting mean reversion pressure eventually pushes prices back towards their fundamentals.
The workings of the model

The statistical features of the model
In recent years, it has become clear that the price statistics across a wide range of quite different financial markets exhibit certain universal properties. For indepth accounts of these stylized facts see, e.g., Mantenga and Stanley [25] , Lux and Ausloos [24] , Johnson et al. [15] or Sornette [32] . With respect to our study, the most important features are: Fig. 1 . The dynamics in the short run. The first, second, third, fourth and fifth panels display the evolution of the price (the fundamental value is given by the dashed line), relative price changes, orders of the fundamentalists, orders of the chartists and the trading volume, respectively. To increase visibility, the latter three variables are plotted as moving averages using five lag periods. Parameter setting as in Sec. 4; 250 observations. studies suggest that the majority of crashes occur endogenously due to market instabilities.
• Price volatility is too high to be justified by fundamental shocks. As just mentioned, distinct price changes often appear to be unrelated to the arrival of significant new information. Excess volatility is also reflected in the fact that the price of a financial asset typically moves on a second-to-second basis whereas news hits the market less frequently.
• The distribution of the returns deviates significantly from the normal distribution and possesses fat tails. Fat-tailedness may be quantified by estimating the socalled tail index. For many different assets, the tail index hovers between three and four, implying that the fourth moment of the distribution of the returns (i.e., the kurtosis) does not exist.
• Price increments are uncorrelated. For instance, the autocorrelation function of raw returns is essentially zero for all time lags. Moreover, Hurst exponents of around 0.5 indicate the absence of memory in the return process.
• Periods of low volatility alternate with periods of high volatility. The autocorrelation function for absolute returns is positive and decays slowly. Temporal correlation in volatility may last several months. Hurst exponents for absolute returns are usually above 0.6, which again implies persistent behavior.
Let us now explore whether the statistical features of the simulated dynamics are in harmony with the stylized facts of actual financial markets. Figure 2 is designed to provide a first answer. The first panel presents the distortion in the time domain, i.e., the relative deviation of the price from its fundamental value. As can be seen, strong and lasting bubbles emerge. The distance between the stock price and its fundamental value may be larger than 30%.
The second panel shows relative price changes of the stock (i.e., the returns), and the third panels depicts relative changes in the fundamental value (i.e., the news). Extreme returns may be as large as 10%, while the impact of new information on the fundamental value is much smaller. Within our simulations, volatility is obviously excessive. Remember that news is i.i.d. normal. Visual inspection reveals that this is clearly not the case for stock returns.
The bottom two panels display the autocorrelation function of raw returns and of absolute returns, respectively. The dotted lines indicate 95% confidence bands. Note that for almost all lags, the autocorrelation of raw returns is not significant. Hence, the evolution of stock prices resembles a random walk. A different picture emerges when one explores the autocorrelation function of absolute returns. The autocorrelation coefficients for the first 50 lags are positive and significant, a clear sign of volatility clustering.
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Let us ponder the implications of this outcome. If prices always matched their fundamental values, then the fat tail property would merely be a reflection of the probability distribution of the exogenous fundamental shocks hitting the market. Moreover, volatility clustering would arise since the intensity of news alternates over time. Although the news arrival process is constructed as a random walk process within our setup, non-random-walk price behavior emerges as a result of the nonlinear interaction between the market players. This shows that one does not need to assume a complex information flow to account for the intricate behavior of financial prices. Clearly, the stylized facts are endogenously caused through the trading process itself. Figure 2 illustrates the dynamics for a single time series. In order to check the robustness of our findings, Table 1 provides some key statistics for 11 simulation runs, each containing 5,000 observations. The time series are generated with the same parameter setting but with different seeds of random variables. The results are striking. The distortion, defined as the average absolute relative distance between the stock price and its fundamental value, ranges between 7.5% and 10.3%, with 8.4% as the median value. Volatility, computed as the average absolute relative price change, varies between 1.3% and 1.6%. In comparison, the average absolute relative change of the fundamental value is about 0.8%. Price volatility may thus be twice as high as warranted by fundamentals. We apply the Hill tail index estimator to compute the tail index [22] . Using the largest 5% of the observations, tail indices between 3.61 and 3.64 are derived. Such estimates correspond well with estimates obtained from actual stock markets. The last two columns report Hurst exponents, calculated with the rescaled range method [14] . Hurst exponents for raw returns hover between 0.515 and 0.538. Roughly speaking, Hurst exponents which fall within the range of about 0.45 and 0.55 may be interpreted as representative of random walk processes. Hence, we again have hints that the simulated price increments are fairly uncorrelated. Hurst exponents for absolute returns scatter between 0.658 and 0.673. Such values imply strong persistence in volatility. Absolute returns of actual stock markets are typically above 0.6. Again, the model produces statistics which are comparable with real markets.
The key parameter of our model is the parameter d which captures the relation between the chartists' price and volume signals. Let us thus briefly explore how d affects the dynamics of the model. Table 2 presents minimum, median and maximum estimates of the distortion, the volatility, the tail index, the Hurst exponent for raw returns and the Hurst exponent for absolute returns, respectively, for d ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}. For d = 0, raw returns are uncorrelated but neither do we observe fat tails for the distribution of the returns nor volatility clustering. As d increases, the dynamics becomes more interesting. Table 2 . Robustness of the results. The table reports median estimates for the distortion, the volatility, the tail index, the Hurst exponent for raw returns and the Hurst exponent for absolute returns, respectively, for different values of d (minimum and maximum estimates of the statistics are given in brackets). The same simulation design as in Table 1 . Due to the interaction between technical price and volume signals, the distribution of the returns starts to deviate from the normal distribution and temporal correlation in volatility sets in. For about d = 0.8, the model best matches the stylized facts of financial markets. If d increases further, unrealistic correlations in raw returns emerge.
To summarize, our model has the potential to match some basic features of stock markets. At least some popular statistical tests do not discriminate between actual and artificial data. The stylized facts are almost completely due to the interactions between the agents. The behavior of the chartists is on average destabilizing, thus they tend to drive the price away from its fundamental value. However, the distortion is countered by the orders of the fundamentalists. Excess volatility is mainly caused by the chartists. Since they use an ocean of different technical trading rules, a substantial amount of their orders are stochastic. As a result, the price evolution appears as a random walk. Fat tails are triggered by the nonlinear demand function of the chartists: extreme price changes result when trading volume is high, and vice versa. This mechanism is also responsible for volatility clustering. High trading volume stimulates orders of chartists which cause high volatility. Both volatility and trading volume are likely to remain elevated. Despite the model's minimal set of assumptions and parameters, its statistical features are in good agreement with the stylized facts observed in real financial markets. We thus think that it is appropriate to continue our analysis and investigate the effectiveness of trading breaks.
The Power of Trading Breaks
Volatile and distorted stock markets entail large risks to investors. Regulators may therefore impose restrictions on the trading process. The aim of this section is to use our stock market model as a test bed to explore the effectiveness of trading breaks. Trading breaks, also called circuit breakers or price limits, work as follows: if the movement in the stock price exceeds certain bounds, then trading is automatically interrupted. Regulators hope that in subsequent periods trading will be calmer. For instance, trading breaks may give nervous investors time to cool off and to reassess their information. Trading breaks are used in many stock markets around the world, including France, Italy, Japan, Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan and the United States. For surveys on this topic see France et al. [11] or Harris [12] .
In the following simulations we now restrict the price adjustment to
where i indicates the maximum allowed price change per period. For example, if i = 0.05 then prices may increase or decrease at most 5% from their previous period's value. If the price hits the upper or lower limit, trading is stopped for that period.
The traders submit their orders as expressed in (3.3) and (3.4). However, if the trading process is interrupted, not all orders can be executed. Thus we rescale the trading volume as 2) where the scaling factor X is given as
P is defined as the price that would have occurred without a price limit. Suppose, for instance, that the price limit is i = 5% and that the price change without the price limit would have been 10%. Then the scaling factor is X = 0.5, i.e., only half of the traders' orders are filled. If the price limit is not hit, all orders are executed and X = 1. The underlying idea of (5.2) and (5.3) is that the trading volume and the actual price change are proportional. Let us explore how trading breaks affect the dynamics of the model. previous bubble has almost vanished, i.e., mispricing has considerably improved. Trading breaks therefore do not only prevent crashes, they may also hinder bubbles from occurring in the first place -an aspect which is often overlooked when trading breaks are evaluated. The second panel shows that relative price changes do not, of course, exceed the 2% level. As a result, the stock market appears to be less risky. Note furthermore that the orders of fundamentalists and chartists as well as the total trading volume are now of a lower magnitude. Figure 3 thus suggests that price limits may stabilize stock markets. However, a more detailed analysis is needed to evaluate the usefulness of trading breaks. In Fig. 4 , volatility (top) and distortion (bottom) are plotted as functions of price limits. Price limits are increased from 0% to 10% in 100 discrete steps. Each time, volatility and distortion are calculated from 5,000 observations. This procedure is repeated for 10 different seeds of random variables. The solid lines indicate the averages. The top panel shows that the sharper the price limit, the lower the volatility. The relation between price limits and distortion, however, is nontrivial. Taking our estimates literally, we observe a local minimum in the distortion for a price limit of about 1.2%.
Trading breaks are successful for several reasons. By definition, trading breaks exclude price changes larger than the imposed price limit. In addition, pricegenerated technical trading signals are weakened. The remaining technical trading signals appear to be even less reliable. Since trading breaks also reduce the trading volume, price trends are regarded as less sound. All in all, the destabilizing impact of chartists is reduced. Stock prices stop tracking their fundamental values if the fundamentalists' mean reversion pressure is hindered too much. Efficient markets obviously need some price flexibility, else the distortion increases.
Advocates of the efficient market hypothesis claim that trading breaks only slow down the price discovery process [9] . Figure 5 compares the effectiveness of Fig. 4) . While volatility always declines, the reaction of the distortion depends indeed on the intensity of news. To be precise, the higher the variability of the fundamental value, the lower the reduction in the distortion. But even if the average absolute relative change in the fundamental value is 1.2% per time step (σ η = 0.015), a modest reduction of mispricing may still be attained. Unfortunately, we do not know the true fundamental volatility of stock markets. However, a standard deviation of σ η = 0.015 seems to be quite high.
Conclusions
Chartists regard volume as an important secondary indicator that confirms price signals: a given price change accompanied by light volume makes the move suspect, whereas it indicates a powerful trading signal when volume is heavy. Guided by such empirical evidence we develop a behavioral stock market model with chartists and fundamentalists. The model has the potential to replicate some important stylized facts of stock markets, especially bubbles and crashes, excess volatility, fat tails, uncorrelated price increments, and volatility clustering. The dynamics is mainly driven by the activity of the chartists who tend to trade intensely (mildly) when trading volume is high (low). Using the model as a test bed to investigate the effectiveness of trading breaks we find that trading breaks may indeed calm down stock markets. We observe a reduction in price volatility and, if the fundamental value is not too unsteady, also an improvement of the distortion. The reason is as follows. On the one hand, trading breaks prevent extreme price changes. On the other hand, trading breaks also manage to destroy destabilizing technical pricevolume trading signals.
Of course, more work is needed in order to reach a final assessment of trading breaks. One interesting avenue for future research could be to take into account that trading breaks are likely to reduce market depth. If market depth declines sharply, a given transaction may have a larger price impact than in a more liquid market. Furthermore, if regulators impose restrictions on the trading process, they affect the relative attractiveness of the market. For example, a competing unregulated market may attract additional destabilizing speculators. To conclude, we are convinced that behavioral finance models may improve the understanding of trading restrictions and help regulators to design more efficient markets. Needless to say, this is an important and fascinating field of research. We hope that our paper will stimulate more research in this direction.
